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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LAMPERT CIGARS DEBUTING FAMILY RESERVE 2021 AT PCA 2022
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LAMPERT CIGARS will be unveiling its newest limited release – Family Reserve 2021, at
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LAMPERT CI GARS will be dist ribut ed by MY & MI

The Family Reserve 2021 is a medium-bodied, full flavor cigar blended by non-other than
Hendrik Kelner Jr., KELNER BOUTIQUE FACTORY (KBF).
LAMPERT CIGARS enters the Slovakian market through its appointed distributor MY & MI, the
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LAMPERT CIGARS are available in all Dom Cigár - MY & MI s.r.o. retail stores in Slovakia.
has an MSRP of $16.
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the works since last year’s PCA. As an extra little touch for this exclusive release, we have
opted to use the sustainably
sourced and okoume wood for our boxes.”, said Dr. Stefan
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Lampert, founder of LAMPERT CIGARS.
This KELNER BOUTIQUE FACTORY production is a limited release of only 6000 cigars which
were rolled in 2021. 500 boxes of the Family Reserve 2021 will be released in the USA
through LAMPERT CIGARS distributor Vlada Stojanov. 100 boxes will be shipped
exclusively to Kind Cigars in Sweden.

For more information contact us at press@lampertcigars.com
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